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figure1

1.Towing trolley/towing clamp
2.Cable trolley
3.Cable clamp
4.cable
5.Damping device
6.Towing rope
7.End clamp

I. Brief

DLC series cable towing trolley is use at 
workplace as: ambient  temperature at range of -
30 ~+50 , relative humility less than 95%, 
maximum operating wind speed 8 class, maximum 
carrying wind speed is up to 12 class.

The walking wheel, side horizontal wheel, 
reverse rolling wheel are made of polyurethane 
with flexibility and little noise, their normal life 
can be  20000.

Rubber dampers are install on front and 
behind end, for absorbing impact energy, and also 
with tearproof performance, long service life.

standard parts are made by stainless steel or 
galvanized.

Special design of all wheels with water proof 
bearings, and are all self lubricant bearings, easy to 
maintenance.

Series DLC50 towing trolley suit for high 
speed and heavy loading working condition.

As figure1 show, a towing trolley system is 
composed of below:

1 piece of end clamp; x piece of cable trolleys; 
1 piece of towing clamp;

1 piece active towing trolley (see figure3), 
active towing trolley only append when cable 
trolley's quantity more than 10 pieces. the active 
towing trolley need a power to run, it is installed on 
middle of all cable trolleys.

All towing trolleys run on one railway,  all 
cable are align on nek surface. 

All  trolleys must run on correct railway (20# 
and 25# H steel.).

Other conditions can be discussed with 
manufacturer.
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II.STRUCTURE AND SIGN

DLC series towing trolley have several type, 
below for selection.

Sign example:

Cable  towing t rol ley 's  s ize se lect ion 
according to cable parameters of table 1 of each 
span  cable parameters of cable towing trolley 
selection table

 
DLC (A)(B)(C)(D)

DLC 
A 40 330
A 50 530
B 100
B 200
B 300
B 400
C A 20#
C B 25#
D X
D XL
D S

DLC, Code for towing trolley.

(A) is 40, express as nek surface is 330 width

(A) is 50, express as nek surface is 530 width

(B) is 100, express as cable trolley

(B) is 200, express as towing clamp

(B) is 300, express as end clamp

(B) is 400, express as active cable trolley

(C) is A, express as use 20# H steel

(C) is B, express as use 25# H steel

(D) is X, express as rigidity drive of ship-unloader

(D) is XL, express as flexibility drive of ship-unloader

(D) is S, express as double layers of festoon system.

DLC (A)(B)(C)(D)

Table 1 Cable parameters per span of cable towing 
             trolley for selection

Series Size Suitable Cable Weight per span Running Speed Num. of Strap

240m/min

DLC 40 100 A X  express as with 330 width 
nek surface, cable trolley, fit for 20# H steel railway, 
appliance for rigidity drive of ship-unloader.
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III.Selection

End clamp Cable trolley Towing trolley

S:Travel length
SP: length of cable storage
Z: Space distance, one trolley length is 

suggested
n: Number of cable trolley(include towing 

trolley, cable trolley, end clamp)
l: Trolley length
f: Coefficient of cable length(1:1, 1:1.15, 

1:1.2, 1:1.25)
L: Cable working length

SP=n l+Z
L= S+SP f

As figure2 show, With every trolley relative 
value(for detail see figure3,table1, table2),can determine 
trolley quantity, and cable length and arrange method.

The determinate principle of space of cable 
trolleys is after cable is in storage state, the cable height 
will not affect the crane's working safety and cable's 
static load is in range of permission. the length of towing 
steel wire is: space distance of trolleys, strap length is: 
0.7 time of space distance of trolleys. To avoid shake at 
horizontal in high speed running, the cable clamp is need 
in 2/3 place of space distance of trolleys, or use fix ring 
at each span. the ring size is determined according to 
cable arrange by manufacturer.
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IV.Technical value and 

dimension size

(figure3 and table2)

1.Walking wheel
2.Side horizontal wheel
3.Cable press block
4.Nek surface
5.Nek surface link board
6.Damper block

(DLC40200/DLC50200) (DLC40100/DLC50100) (DLC40400/DLC50400) (DLC40300/DLC50300)

Towing trolley
(DLC40200/DLC50200)

Cable trolley
(DLC40100/DLC50100)

Active towing trolley
(DLC40400/DLC50400)

End clamp
(DLC40300/DLC50300)

Figure3
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H steel  

20a(20b) 

25a(25b) 

25a(25b) 

20a (20b) 

 

Type of Towing  

DLC40100A  

DLC40200A  

DLC40300A  

DLC40400A  

DLC40100B  

DLC40200B  

DLC40300B  

DLC40400B  

DLC50100B  

DLC50200B  

DLC50300B  

DLC50400B  

DLC50100A  

DLC50200A  

DLC50300A  

DLC50400A  

 

2: Table2   Dimension of DLC series cable towing trolley
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V. Installation & maintenance

Notice of installation and maintenance:
1.To welding connection of railway,  the 

even tolerance less than 0.2mm, otherwise the 
connection must be burnished to match 
requirement.

2 .  C l e a n i n g r a i l w a y  s u r f a c e i n  
maintenance will prevent walking wheel from 
damage by dreg on railway.

3. After installing the towing trolleys on 
railway, all rubber dampers must be in one line, 
their tolerance must be less than 5mm, special 
to  rubber dampers of towing trolley, active 
towing trolley and end clamp.

4.After installing the towing trolleys on 
railway,  check the tough surface of the two 
walking wheel to railway, their must not any ray 
pass through. check the side horizontal wheel 
space according to "dimension size".

5. In testing and running, check all span 
spaces that the cable must be neither any knot 
nor any twist , and the steel wire or  strap has 
not any break.

6. Check and re-tighten  fastener every 
6 month. the pre-tighten torque see table3.

VI. Ordering notice

Please Provide cable specification and 
cable arrangement figure in ordering.  For 
other special cable towing trolleys, such as 
double layers cable, etc., please link us.

1 M12 60 

2 M16 150 

3 M20 420 

No. Bolt size
(Nm) 

Pre-tighten torque

Table3 the pre-tighten torque



  

ZPMC Ningbo Transmission Machinery Co.,Ltd.

:  

:  (86)574-88372266  88497976

:  (86)574-88372264

315121

:  weilong@weilongme.com.cn

http://www.weilongme.com.cn

:(86)574-88373131

Addr:  Industry Zone, Dongqianhu Tourism Zone,

Ningbo,China

Tel: (86)574-88372266  88497976     

Fax: (86)574-88372264              

P.C.: 315121

E-mail: weilong@weilongme.com.cn

Web-site: http://www.weilongme.com.cn

serve-online: (86)574-88373131

NOVEL TOWING TROLLEY BRING MORE BENEFITS FOR YOU!NOVEL TOWING TROLLEY BRING MORE BENEFITS FOR YOU!

DLC type cable towing trolley is working at site.

DLC type cable towing trolley is working 
at Qingdao port P.R.China.

DLC type cable towing trolley is working
 at United Arab Emirates port.
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